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Abstract 

The Study Title:  The Role of Social Media Networks in the Development of 

the Cognitive Awareness of University Youth: YouTube as a model – Field 

Study. 

The Name of the Researcher: Abeer Hassan Mohammed Baalkhuyur. 

Degree: Master. 

 

The study aimed mainly at identifying the role of social networking sites, es-

pecially the video sharing site ( YouTube ) in the development of cognitive 

awareness of young Saudi university students, and this objective includes sev-

eral sub-objectives including: Reveling the young Saudi university students 

motivations of using  the video sharing site ( YouTube ) . 

This study belongs to descriptive studies, and for the purpose of achieving the 

objectives of the study, the researcher adopted the descriptive method of 

sample scanning using a questionnaire tool applied to deliberate sample of 

(200) individuals of young Saudi university, (150) females and (50) males . 

The study came in two chapters, the first chapter included two topics, the 

theoretical framework and the systematic framework of the study.  The se-

cond chapter included the presentation and discussion of the results of the 

field study, as well as a summary of the final results and recommendations. 

Among the most important results of the study are the following :  

- That 53.5% of the total sample members prefer YouTube . 

- An increase in the indecator of using  " YouTube" to obtain information for 

the answer ( average ) by the sample members by (57.5%) . 

- The index of the sample members' motives towards using YouTube was 

strong by (52.5% ), while it was weak by (1%) .  
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- The effect of YouTube on the cognitive awareness of the sample members 

varied. 

- The scale of opinions and attitudes of the sample members towards 

YouTube content was strong by (59.5%). 

The researcher recommended the need to educate and to inform the users 

about the most important channels with knowledge and educational contents 

available through " YouTube " and use them to benefit from them in formal 

education through educational institutions and self-education . 
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